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Besides for all the money you’ll be 
saving, and the healthier drinks 
you will be consuming, our BIBO fizz 
bar looks good too. Sleek, stylish 
and compact, our BIBO fizz bar will 
make the perfect accessory to any 
kitchen or pause area. It requires 
no electricity or batteries, is super 
simple to clean, and easy to use.

how it works
Our patented fizz infuser creates a 
controlled release of pressure, which 
allows you to carbonate any beverage you 
desire. Our fizz bar will also completely 
adapt to your preferences, allowing you 
to choose the amount of fizz in your drink.

why you need it

The biggest shake-up in home carbonation.

Introducing the BIBO fizz bar, the world’s first home carbonator that will sparkle any 
of your favourite beverages quickly, easily and economically. For those who love an 
extra bubble in their drinks, the BIBO fizz bar is perfect. Available in a range of colours, 
the BIBO fizz bar will add bubble to anything. You bring the tea-infusions, juice, water, 
flat beer, cold drinks or wine, and our BIBO fizz bar will bring the sparkle. 

BIBO f izz bar



Take your bubbles anywhere.

We know what you’re thinking: you love your 
BIBO fizz bar so much and have become so 
attached, what do you do when you’re not 
home? Well, the great news is that we at 
BIBO have thought of everything. Meet the 
BIBO fizz go – the compact and sleek hand-
held carbonator for water. It’s the perfect 
lightweight travel companion that fits easily 
inside any piece of luggage or drawer, ensuring 
you never have to be sparkle-less again. With 
its simple twist and carbonate function, the 
BIBO fizz go is the easiest appliance you could 
bring along with you, no matter where you go.

BIBO f izz go



Mini 8g CO2 chargers for BIBO f izz go
Our chargers are a one-time wonder. Just one 
charger will make one liter of sparkling water. As 
they are so small and compact, it is easy to stash in 
a drawer or take them with you, wherever you are. 
They come in boxes of 10 and we will deliver them 
right to your door. 

The BIBO fizz 14.5oz CO2 cylinder
The BIBO fizz Cylinder is capable of making up 
to 60 liters of sparkling drinks. We are the only 
company that will deliver full cylinders right to 
your door and collect empties.  All you need to 
do is email us, order online, or call and we’ll take it 
from there. And for every cylinder you return, 
we’ll give you a credit. 

BIBO f izz reusable bottles
We sell additional bottles in a variety of colours 
for both the BIBO fizz bar and the BIBO fizz go. 
They come in either 1 liter or 500ml sizes and are 
interchangeable between the fizz machines. The 
500ml bottle is great for a single user, it will avoid 
wastage and is super efficient as it uses less 
gas. Every bottle has its own patent-protected, 
quarter turn, easy to connect and disconnect 
technology. All our bottles are also BPA free. 

500ml

1 liter

To order online: bibo.co.za or call us free on 0800 00 BIBO (2426) 
Want a BIBO fizz?


